Local EMT Recognized for 20 Years of Service

Dr. Jake E. Carroll, a Paramedic with the Tennessee Valley Authority, was recently recognized by the Board of Directors of the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians (NREMT) for achieving 20 consecutive years as a Nationally Registered EMT. This distinction is an honor held by few EMTs.

To maintain his status as a Nationally Registered Paramedic, Carroll completed, on a biennial basis, the most comprehensive recertification program for Emergency Medical Technicians in America. He not only completed courses to refresh his fundamental knowledge and skills but also attended a minimum of two hours per month of additional continuing education courses to advance his knowledge on new lifesaving skills.

By maintaining his Nationally Registered status and completing regular continuing education course, Carroll is among the few elite EMTs with the most training in pre-hospital emergency medical care in the nation.

Dr. Carroll was Nationally Registered as a Paramedic in 1995 and has been serving the Chattanooga community since 1989. The National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians serves as the national EMS certification organization by providing a valid, uniform process to assess the knowledge and skills required for competent practice by EMS professionals throughout their careers and by maintaining a registry of certification status.
August 25, 2015

Dear Twenty Year Registrant,

The Board of Directors of the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians congratulates you on achieving 20 consecutive years of National EMS Certification. This is an honor held by few, and we are grateful for your ongoing support and dedication.

Since its inception in 1970, the NREMT has registered more than one million EMTs. During this time, the field of EMS has continually evolved and improved, and you have been an integral part of those changes in your community. EMS would not be where it is today without your direction, dedication, and service.

We have included a sample news release on your recognition for 20 years of service. We suggest you tailor it to your local needs and submit it, along with a photo of yourself and your squad, to your local media outlets. It is a rare achievement that an EMS professional maintains 20 years of continual national registration and the citizens of your community should be made aware of your service and accomplishment.

Thank you again for your contribution to the success of the NREMT, your state EMS efforts and your local EMS development, as well as for providing outstanding care to the citizens of your community.

Sincerely,

Severo A. Rodriguez
Executive Director
National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians
In testimony whereof, the seal of the National Registry of Emergency Medical Technicians and signatures are affixed hereto.

The Board of Directors, and the entire EMS community, appreciates and commends this extraordinary contribution.

The above named individual has served the community by providing care to fellow citizens in their moment of need.

Quarnte Years of National EMS Certification

For

Jane G. Carroll
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